USS Nighthawk, Mission Transcript 10405.15
Mission Number 180

Cast
Sam Hung as Commander Sid Monroe
Chris Esterhuyse as Commander Varesh
Dylan Moss as Dylan Whittiker
Arlene McIntyre as Commander Anita Marie Santiago

Ship Manager Karriaunna Scotti

Missing in Action
Tim Schols as Lieutenant Gary Jackson
Chris Anderson as Captain Chris Anderson 
Steven Walker as Lieutenant Junior Grade Maxwell Spencer
Jim Koeller as Lieutenant Junior Grade Aaron Knight

NPC’s
Karri as Huron’s CSO Lt Sky, CO Nighthawk
Eric as Huron’s XO Cmdr Woo
Chris E as Huron’s FCO LtCmdr Roznine


Summary
The USS Huron with the Away Team arrived in Talos only to find a copy of the Nighthawk.  Unfortunately it was not the correct one from the right reality.  The crew found some discrepancies in the sensor readings when the Nighthawk appeared.  Then with a flash of light the crew from the Nighthawk and the Huron was transported to a planet surface.  Will the crew get home this time?  Will they make things right in all realities?  Tune in next time


Announcements
Huge thanks to the Eric for NPCing for this mission today.  


Time Lapse
15 Minutes - ?


XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
First Officer's Log, Stardate um... ::Looks at watch:: 10405.15: We are almost to a planet where there might be another Obelisk might be located.  It is located in Talosian territory which is forbidden in here and in my own.  But if we get back to the Nighthawk, this reality might not exist.

* * * * * * * * * * Colors of Time * * * * * * * * * *

CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::leans against the railing arching around the command area, watching over the command circle towards the viewscreen::
H_CSO_Sky says:
::On the bridge at her station, her eyes keeping a close eye on the sensors.::
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
Self: What am I doing - what have I done? ::starts pacing on the bridge; he looks at Cmdr. Monroe, and then Cmdr. Roznine:: HFCO: What's our ETA to Talos?
HFCO_Roznine says:
::checks the console:: HXO: 10 minutes, sir.
H_CSO_Sky says:
HXO:  I am seeing nothing on sensors.  ::Turns to look at him.  Quietly::  I am not sure what to make of that.
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
::On the bridge at the medical station..she looks around the bridge keeping a close eye on the crew and her eyes fall on Cmdr Woo.::
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
Self: Ten minutes... ::looks at the XO:: XO: Ten minutes... CSO: Ms Sky, you find out anything more about this obelisk? Once we arrive, I want to get in, do it, and get out as quickly as possible.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::looks at Eric:: HXO: Stop worrying, Eric.
CIV_Whittiker says:
::Standing next to Varesh, thinking silently::
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
::Scratches his hair:: HXO: Is that a good sign or bad sign that nothing is on sensors?
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
::Stands up and walks over to V and Whittiker and takes up position beside them.::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::glances to first to his one side and smiles at Anita, then to the other and watches Whittiker for a long moment::
H_CSO_Sky says:
HXO:  Other then what I was told...  only ::Wrinkles her nose slightly:: 'guesses'.
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
XO: You know what they say about no news... ::winks, and turns to the CNS, and smiles:: CNS: Worry... I depend on worry, I live for worry. ::winks::
CIV_Whittiker says:
CMO: Commander.  ::Nodding to her::
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
::Leans over to V.:: CNS:  I'm worried about Eric.... I'm so tempted just to sedate him.  ::Winks at V.::
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
CIV:  Hello ::Smiles::  You need to see me... you are due for an exam.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::smiles at Anita:: CMO: Now, now... keep your hypospray firmly packed away, gypsy pacifist. ::chuckles at Eric's comment:: HXO: It seems to me that is a Command staff requirement.
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
CNS: If this does not work, we will limp back to Federation space... and I will be held accountable for what has happened here. In the event this doesn't work... I'm prepared for that. I am concerned that Starfleet will send a starship to... bring us home unceremoniously.
H_CSO_Sky says:
HXO/XO:  Commanders, I am picking up a ship on long range sensors.  ::checks its signature beacon to the ships data::  It is the USS NightHawk.
CIV_Whittiker says:
CMO: I'm afraid that attending medical exams is...  against my religion. ::Noticable pause there as he battles to come up with an excuse::
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
::Chuckles::  CNS:  You are such a sweet talker Romeo...
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
::Looks up:: HCSO: Say that again?
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
HCSO: The Nighthawk? How far? And is there any way to know if it's... *our* Nighthawk, or *their* Nighthawk?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::perks at the HCSO's words::
H_SO_Sky says:
HXO/XO:  I am picking her up dead ahead... she appears to be in orbit around our destination.
CIV_Whittiker says:
OUtloud: The Nighthawk?  But how...
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
::Scoffs at the CIV::  CIV:  Then welcome to the Religion of ANita where medical exams are a must.  Once we leave Thalosian space you will come and see me... Got it?
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
::winks at Anita's comment, before looking back at the CSO::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
All: Could it be where dimensions intersect? A nexus point?
H_SO_Sky says:
HXO:  As for your question... I have no answer sir.
CIV_Whittiker says:
CMO: Commander, with all due respect, I am not a member of starfleet.  You cannot order order to a medical exam.  If however, youa sked nicely...  ::He smile squirkily, leaving the sentence suggistively dangling::
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
HCSO: Can we hail them, Sierra?
H_CSO_Sky says:
HXO:  Yes sir.   Opening hailing frequencies now.
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
CNS: It could be.  But what if it is the Nighthawk of this reality?
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
COM: Nighthawk: This is Cmdr. Woo of the USS Huron. Come in, Nighthawk.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
XO: We will know if you answer the hail, sir. ::tries for some levity::
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
::Smiles her little smile.::  CIV:  Starfleet or not honey...I'm the medical authority and senior medical officer on this ship....I can...hmmm how we say it... quarantine you...yes quarantine you... ::turns to Cmdr Woo.::
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
::winks at the CMO:: CMO: What a delicious thought.
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
HXO:  Eric... is that cubby hole in waste management still available for quarantines?  ::Grins::
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
::Wiggles her fingers at Eric.::
CIV_Whittiker says:
::SLides across to the tactical console nearby and inputs a long string of codes, then starts running scans:: All: I can verify it is the USS Nighthawk, exactly as we left her...
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
CMO: Always... now, let us... ::grins, and turns forward, awaiting a response::
HFCO_Roznine says:
::listens to the talk bhind him, not sure if he really likes what is going on::
Host Biishe says:
<CO> ::Surprise in his voice::  *HXO*:  This is the USS NightHawk.  Where did you come from?
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
::Hears Capt Anderson's voice.::
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
::Walks over to the CMO:: CMO: Do you really need to do a medical now? ::Looks up::
CIV_Whittiker says:
::Hears the CO's Voice and is surprised but doenst show it::
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
XO:  Not now of course.. ::Laughs::  You know me better then that...but if you insist Sir.... ::Leaves her sentence trailing.::
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
::turns to look at the XO, a confused look on his face:: *CO*: I could ask you the same thing. ::chuckles softly:: Tell me, are you missing any of your crew, by any chance?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::focuses on the conversation::
CIV_Whittiker says:
:;Reaches out mentally towards the Nighthawk, wondering what he will find::
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
::turns to the HCSO:: HCSO: I can't imagine they'd suddenly enter Talosian space if they truly were from our own universe. How is it possible that we find them here?
Host Biishe says:
@<CO> *HXO*:  Actually, yes I am.  I am missing an away team of my senior officers that went down to the planet.  I have a team down there now searching for them.
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
CMO: Well in that case, take Mr Whittiker down to Sickbay at YOUR earliest convience, if he resist then use any restrants necessary. ::Starts walking back::
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
::Giggles:: XO:  Cmdr, you are a man after my own heart.   Too bad I'm married to Michael.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
XO: You know she uses forcefields very creatively.
H_CSO_Sky says:
HXO:  I have no idea sir.   What do you know of the Talosian's?  Do they have such ability to pull people across?  And is there a connection to the gateway being in their territory?
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
*CO*: Captain, we have reason to believe that your away team crossed some sort of... interdimensional barrier, suddenly appearing in my captain's ready room, as we orbitted Risa. They are, in fact, here on the bridge at this time. We... simply have no explanation as to how we are communicating right now.
Host Biishe says:
@<CO> ::A frown mars his brow::  *HXO*:  My officers are on your ship?  Please put Commander Monroe on.
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
CNS: I bet she does... ::Winks::
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
::turns to the XO:: XO: Commander?
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
::Walks to the viewscreen:: *CO*: Captain.
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
::turns slightly to the HCSO:: HCSO: Verify that it is indeed the Nighthawk. And, of course, keep an eye on your sensors for any other incoming vessels.
Host Biishe says:
@<CO> ::Smiles::  *XO*:  Sid, it is good to see you are alright.  What are you doing aboard that ship?  You have work here to do.
HFCO_Roznine says:
::catches Eric's attention:: HXO: Sir, we're a few minutes from the planet. Shall I take position relative to the Nighthawk?
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
::Chuckles:: CNS:  That Capt Anderson... always the commedian.
H_CSO_Sky says:
::Quietly::  XO:  Everything verifies what we are seeing and hearing.  ::Puzzled look in her eyes as she considers something.::
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
HFCO: Yes, please do so, Mr Roznine.
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
*CO*: It is a long story, but to keep it short.  Lieutenant Knight Dreamed of this and we were brought here.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::smiles at Anita:: CMO: Then you should get to know him better, Anita. I think he's hiding his concern.
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
::Rolls her eyes.::  CNS:  Shrink someone elses head bub....
HFCO_Roznine says:
HXO: Aye, sir. ::starts preparing to bring the Huron to a relative stop alongside the Nighthawk::
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
HCSO: Could somehow our dimensions have crossed at this particular point in space? So... is this matter settled as simply as beaming back the crew? ::frowns at the simplicity of it::
Host Biishe says:
@<CO> *XO*:  Couldn't he dream the ship back to our own time and place?  It would be much easier then the two ships lost in another dimension.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
CMO: Why? You're handy. ::winks at Whittiker:: Besides, Mister Whittiker won't like me rummaging in his head... I might find out stuff I don't want to know.
CIV_Whittiker says:
CNS: DOnt even try it.  Do you like carrots?  ::Raises one eybrow archly::
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
::looks at Whittiker::  CNS:  You know, we can use a two prong attack here.. I'll encase his butt in a forces field, poke and prode him and while I'm doing that....you can shrink his head. ::As she thinks of this she realizes she really likes this plan.::
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
*CO*: It might work, sir.  First we shoud make contact with the Obelisk and see if it can refine our dream.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::arches a brow as well:: CIV: Not in the way you are suggesting.
H_CSO_Sky says:
HXO:  It seems... to simple.  And I wonder... wasn't this all brought about because their FCO was dreaming of us?  And what does he mean about two ships being lost in another dimension?

ACTION:  Static breifly blanks out the view screen.

HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
HCSO: I am not sure - oh, there it goes. XO: Commander, explain something to me. Two ships lost in another dimension?
HFCO_Roznine says:
::brings the ship to a stop next to the Nighthawk:: HXO: We're in position, sir.
Host Biishe says:
@<CO>::Smiles::  *XO*:  I don't see how that is necessary now.  After all, you are back.  Just beam aboard.
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
::Turns to the HXO:: HXO: I thought it was just us that was lost.
CIV_Whittiker says:
::Looks blankly at the CNS:: CNS: What do you mean? ::Genuinely puzzled::
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
*CO*: Captain, Cmdr. Woo, Just one second - there is another vessel lost?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::sighs slightly, both at Anita and Whittiker:: CIV/CMO: Anita, no. Dylan... whatever you want to make of it.
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
*CO*: Captain it is complicated.  This reality here is different.
CIV_Whittiker says:
HXO: The other ship could be mine.
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
::Grumbles:: CNS:  You are no fun anymore... it seems I need to find you another girlfriend... ::pouts::
Host Biishe says:
@<CO> *XO*:  Of course...  No matter.  You are back and things should be alright now.  As soon as you have things settled there, beam back aboard.
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
HCSO: Something does not feel right...
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
CIV: It could be.
CIV_Whittiker says:
OUtloud: What was that static?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
CMO: You know I don't go squishing people who don't want to be squished. ::smiles:: And if you find me another girlfriend, you will have to be faithful to your husband.
CIV_Whittiker says:
::Runs more tactical scans::
H_CSO_Sky says:
HXO:  I agree.  But I do not know this captain or his crew for that matter to make an accurate judgement one way or the other.  ::Lowers her voice::  Is there a reason why we can not still go to the planet?
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
::Laughs:: CNS:  Yeah, I still can't figure out why he is jealous of you.
HFCO_Roznine says:
CIV/HXO: I noticed it too, and have been trying to check on my console... perhaps in the wrong place it seems.
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
XO: Well, commander, what do you think?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::pinches Anita's cheek:: CMO: Because what we have is deeper than friendship. Perhaps I should sit him down and talk him through that... If we wanted to do something, we would've done it long ago.
CIV_Whittiker says:
HXO: THis is very odd, the scans of surrounding space are subtly different...  as if soemthing has been removed.
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
HXO: Something is not right.
CIV_Whittiker says:
HXO: It happened jsut after the static flare.
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
CNS: Maybe...why can't he accept that he is the love of my life.  Probably because he is a hard headed marine.
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
CIV: Much as I discourage your accessing scans when there are others around, what do you mean? What has been removed?
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
XO: Agreed, I think we should pursue our original avenue, of returning to the planet and the Obelisk.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
CMO: I'll talk to him when we're back, ok?
CIV_Whittiker says:
HXO: Much as I have been discouraged from accessing this terminal, I do have the correct clearance codes.  And there was no-one else around to use it...  I'm not sure what was removed....
H_CSO_Sky says:
::Looks over at Whittiker and pulls up the data before and after the glitch.::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::catches Whittiker's comment and looks over his shoulder at the data::
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
HXO: Agreed.  HCSO: Is the Obelisk coordinates clear of people?
H_CSO_Sky says:
XO:  According to sensors... Sir, I am not sure I trust my sensors right now.  I can't quite explain it... but didn't your captain say he had a team below looking for you?
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
CIV: You know... if there were no one else around... I'd slap you. ::winks::
CIV_Whittiker says:
::Looks out across the bridge and starts noticing things not lining up correctly, as if there were discontiniuities in the lines that make up the poeple, the ships...  everything basically::
CIV_Whittiker says:
HXO: Careful Commander, You might enjoy that.
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
HCSO: It could be.  HXO: if I may impose on you again, I will need to borrow some phasers and a security team.
CIV_Whittiker says:
::Is distracted by this strange phenomena::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::catches the fringe of emotion from Whittiker:: CIV: You alright?
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
::winks:: CIV: You've already figured me out. Impressive. XO: You have my permission to use whatever resources you require. However, I am concerned about sending down a security team with you, if they will be pulled through along with you.
CIV_Whittiker says:
CNS: Im not sure....  :;Notices now that it seems to be more the other ship....  like its been badly photocopied and is slightly degraded....::
H_CSO_Sky says:
::Raises an eyebrow at Erics banter with Whittiker.::
H_CSO_Sky says:
HXO:  Permission to go down with them?
CIV_Whittiker says:
All: Scan for local phase variences and chroniton levels.  SOmething is very wrong here.
H_CSO_Sky says:
::Looks back at Whittiker::  CIV:  Is there something specific that leads you to this request?
HFCO_Roznine says:
::hears the strange CIV and taps a few commands on his console to do what he asks::
H_CSO_Sky says:
::Turns back around to make those adjustments.::
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
::Nods at the HXO:: HXO: I understand.  CMO: Grab Aaron on your way to the.... ::Looks to Dylan:: CIV: What?
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
::sighs:: HCSO: Can we afford not to... I am most concerned that you will be taken with them...
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
CMO: Need help?
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
XO:  I'll have him transported.....  ::Taps her combadge and issues the orders to both sickbay and operations.::
H_CSO_Sky says:
::A smile shows in her eyes::  HXO:  Thank you commander, I shall endvour to remain in your hair for as long as possible.
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
CNS:  No I'm having him transported easier on him and on us.
CIV_Whittiker says:
H_CSO: Yes...  The Image of the Nighthawk...  looks very strange... and something in my head is out of place.  LIke im in two places at the same time.
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
CMO: Hold on...
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
XO:  Holding Sir.
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
HFCO: Keep a transporter lock on the team at all times... if this works, we may have to bring her back before she gets taken in... if our realities become fully discrete.
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
CIV: Explain.
H_CSO_Sky says:
CMO:  Doctor, if you could please run a scan on Mr.  Whittiker while I try to discover what he may be refering to?
HFCO_Roznine says:
::nods:: HXO: Aye, sir.
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
::steps closer to the CIV to hear what he has to say::
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
HCSO:  Of course... ::Pulls out her tricorder and scans Whittiker.::
CIV_Whittiker says:
HXO: Im not sure I can put it into words...  CNS: How well can you read me?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
CIV: I've been shielding the whole time... something I do out of need. I will have to drop my shields.
H_CSO_Sky says:
HXO/XO:  Please... might I show you something?
CIV_Whittiker says:
CNS: Go ahead.  ::Opens up, revealing evrything he is sensing to Varesh.  well, perhaps not everything::
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
::Reads the data coming across her tricorder.::  HCSO/XO:  Well.. he is physically normal...mentally...well his frontal lobe area is over active.. in a spot well activity is usually not so high.
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
::Walks over to the HCSO::  HCSO: What do you got?
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
HCSO: Of course.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::goes into light trance and opens to Whittiker, reading him::
CIV_Whittiker says:
::Reaches out to take Varesh's hand::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::takes Whittaker's hand without thinking::
H_CSO_Sky says:
::Lowers her voice so only they can hear.  Points at the duel screen she has up.::  HXO/XO:  Notice here the planets data.  When we first arrived, sensors show it as a world that is totally dead.  Now I am picking up a living planet with an obelisk, just as you described commander Monroe.
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
HCSO: How has that happened? Is there any data on sensors that might explain this?
H_CSO_Sky says:
HXO:  Nothing... nothing from what Mr. Whitiker suggests either.  ::Emphatically::  I do not like nothing.
CIV_Whittiker says:
::Scans the Nighthawk telepathically, looking for out of the ordinary things, feeling Varesh in his mind and drawing on his strength as well::
H_CSO_Sky says:
::Looks up at the doctor.::  CMO:  What about others?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::gasps slightly as the world seems to go out of focus for a moment, then snap back, seeing things differently::
CIV_Whittiker says:
~~~CNS: Do you see now?~~~
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
HCSO: Oh my goodness - could it... hmm. We came here... expecting to find an obelisk. Could this appearance be related to that?
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
HCSO: What?  Oh no... I might have an explaination... I gave you the description of it as living planet so you all thought of it as a living planet, so here it is..
CIV_Whittiker says:
::Gasps as he feels a momentary lack of anyhting, then everything comes back, the way it shoudl be, perfectly clear, yet still not quite right::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
~~~CIV:: Yes, I do. It is disconcerting, but I think the sooner we get the Huron out of here, the better. The sooner we get back to our own "place" the less the damage.~~~
H_CSO_Sky says:
::Nods to both men::  HXO/XO:  We are seeing what we expected to see... or wanted to see.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::experiences that same "nothing":: ~~~CIV: What was that?~~~
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
XO: Perhaps that does not leave us at a disadvantage at all. Perhaps this is how we are supposed to access the Obelisk.
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
HXO: Perhaps.
CIV_Whittiker says:
~~~CNS: I quite agree.  I dont like this, but they should not be here.  I think that was things changing...  as we decide what we want them to be.  as our various realities collide, and then fuse.~~~
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
~~~CIV: Then we have to convince everybody we need to leave as of RIGHT now.~~~
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::lets go of Whittiker's hand and walks over to the two commanding officers::
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
::Continues the scan but this time the rest of the bridge crew.::  HXO/XO: Sirs.... my tricorder is picking up over activity in alkl our frontal lobes.  Each one has a varying degree.  Right now Whittiker is the worse of us all.
CIV_Whittiker says:
::Drops his hand form Varesh's, then turns round and makes eyecontact with him, scanning him deeply, to check he's not saying what he thinks he should be saying:: CNS: Yes.  Definitly.
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
CMO: Everyone?
H_CSO_Sky says:
::Nods at the doctor, then looks at the commanders::  HXO/XO:  Someone is playing with our minds.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
~~~CIV: I know what I had to say...~~~
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
::looks at the tricorder again then nods.:: XO:  Yes everyone.
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
::Feels his head:: CMO: Recommendations?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
XO/HXO: Sirs. its US playing with our own minds. We need to leave now. Get back to that obelisk and the Huron has to leave. Without wasting any more time. ::looks at Whittiker for confirmation::
CIV_Whittiker says:
H_CSO: Yes.  We are all palying with each other's minds.  As we each decide how something hsould be, it becomes that way.  Then, someone else decides something else and that happens too.  With each change, the effect becomes more pronounced.
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
XO:  I can enject a blocker...if it works I do not know at the moment.,
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
CMO: Save your hyposprays... its the effect of the obelisk.
CIV_Whittiker says:
CMO: I doubt it would work.  SImply because if any one of use decides it wont work, then it wont.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::smiles at Whittker as they say the same thing again, slightly different but in essence the same message::
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
CIV:  Maybe or maybe you don't want it to work.. You are an unknown here.  How do I know you are not at Oblesk spy?
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
::Nods:: CMO: Very well.
CIV_Whittiker says:
CMO: You don't.  But if you decide I am, then I will probably become one.
CIV_Whittiker says:
CMO: Except that I knwo I'm not, so there would be a paradox, and then I don't know what would happen.  Not unlike time paradoxes...
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
All: And this is exactly the reason we have to seperate our crew from the Huron's.
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
CNS: Round up Lieutenant Jackson and tell him to meet us in the transporter room.
H_CSO_Sky says:
::Looks up suddenly::  HXO:  Commander... the NightHawk.  She is gone...
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
XO: Aye, sir. ::taps his badge and calls Gary to the transporter room::
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
HCSO: ... The blocker must be working...?
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
CMO: Prepare to beam Lieutenant Knight down.
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
HXO: Commander we must part ways here.  I must thank you for your hospitailty.  ::Smiles::

ACTION:  The air shimmers and the entire crew on the Huron find themselves on the planet in the middle of a thriving city.

HFCO_Roznine says:
::looks around in consternation::
HXO_Cmdr_Woo says:
XO: It was my pleas - ::turns around and looks about, as they find themselves... somewhere else:: Oh, God damn it!
CIV_Whittiker says:
Self: Now what?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::sighs slightly::
CMO_Cmdr_Santiago says:
XO:  Aye Sir...... ::Finds herself on the planet...::  Oh boy....
H_CSO_Sky says:
::Looks around in consternation equal to Roznine's.::
Host XO_Cmdr_Monroe says:
::Looks around, and looks down:: CMO: I think that medical can wait.

<<<<<<<<<< Pause >>>>>>>>>>
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